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A set S in 1 :” is said to he X,-convex if and only if S does not contain a visually independent 
subset having cardinality h’, . It is natural tts ask when an h’,-convex set may be expressed as a 
countable unI.,n of convex sets. Here i! is proved that if S is a closed h’,-convex set in the plane 
and W’ -S has at most finitely mall!’ ‘noundeci components. then S is a countaWe union of 
convex sets. A parallel result holds in Wd when S is a closed K,-convex set which contains ail 
triangular regions whose relative boundaries al-e in S. However, the result fails for arbitrary 
K,-convex sets, even in the plane. 
1. 
We begin *with some p:-eliminary definitions. Let S be a subset of Rd. For points 
x and y in S, we say x sees y via S if and only if the corresponding segment [x, y] 
lies in S. A subset T of S is called visually imiependent via S if and only if for 
each pair x1 y in T, [x, y] sf S. Finally, set S is said to be c-conuex for some 
cardinal number c if and only if S does not contain a visually independent subset 
having cardinality c. 
Several studies of m-convex sets have been made for nz an integer (see 
[5,3,2]), and it is knolvn that a closed m-convex set in R” is expressible as a 
union of f(m) or fewer convex sets, where the bound f(m) is an integer defined in 
terms of m. Micha A. Perles (private communication) has observed that this 
decomposition property for m-convex sets should have appropriaLte analogues for 
c-convex sets when c is infinite. Mon:over, Perles has proved that a &sed 
No-convex set in Yi is a countable union of convex sets, and [4-, Fig. 1 I! reveals 
that this bound is best possible. However, the general case for LIsaed &-convex 
sets remains unsolved and presents an intriguing problem. In this paper. it is 
proved that if S is a closed Iti,-convex set in the plane and R” - S has at most 
finitely many bounded components, then S is a countable union of coravex sets. A 
parallel result holds in Wd when S is a closed I%,-convex set which contains all 
triangular regions whose relative boundaries are in S. An example reveals t 
result fails for arbitrary K, -convex se 
e following ~ar~~~~a~ notation an 
paper. NO will denote the f;rst worGn 
For S c [w”. conv S, aff S, cl S, ar d int S will denote the convex hull, affine hull, 
closure. and interior of set S. t-es1 iectivel!~. For x fixed in S, S, = {y : [x, y] or S} will 
be the (star-shaped) subset oi S vhich s sees via S, often called the x-star of S. 
Finahy, for distinct points y and z, R(y, z) will represent the ray emanating from 
y through z. The reader is referred to [6] for a thorough discussion of these 
concepts. 
2. 
The following definition will be useful. 
on. Let S c_ RBd. We defini: set E(S) = {x: x E S and for every neighborhood 
N of x, Iv r, _c ;:, not a countablc union of clL)nvex subsets of S}. 
The main results will bc accomplished by a sequence of preliminary lemmas. 
We begin with some easy observations concerning set E(S). 
!ma . For S E R*, S is a countable union of convex sets if and only if E(S) = $4. 
Proof. The necessity is obvious. To prove the sufficiency, let E(S) = @ For each 
point x in S, select a spherical neighborhood NX having rational center and 
rational radius +uch that NX 0 S is a countable union of convex sets. The 
collection {N, R 3: x E S} is countable, and its union is S. Hence S has the 
required propert!]. 
a 2. Let ScRd. If q5 r ._JS) = E, then for every neighborhood rV of q, 
conv!, N n E - (q}) sf S. 
roof. Suppose on the contrary that for some convex neighborhood N of q, 
conv!N n E -(qj) c S, to obtain a contradiction. For each point p in N nS - E, 
select a spherica! neighborhood MP c N h.aving rational center and radius such 
that M,, f\ S is a countable union of convex subsets of S. Then 
Nns=lJ{ivpns: pENnS-E}Uconvjr\i!nE-{q))U{q}, 
and hr n S would be a countable union of convex . :lbc;ets of S, impossible. Thus 
no such Iv exists, and the lemma is establiished. 
Notice that in the lemma, conv(iV n E - (q)) may be replaced by conv(N n E - 
VB/) for any countable subset of N n S. 
Let S be a closed whet of Rd, and assume that S contains all hangular 
ndaties are in S. If E(S) # $3, then S contains a visually 
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‘Select point q in E(S) = EE’. By ILemma 2, for PJ a spherical neighbor- 
9, conv(l\r n E z(q)) $ S. Using, Carathkodory’s theorem in R~, for 
z E conv(N n E -14)) - S, z E conv A, for some (d + l)-member subset A of N n 
E - (9). Moreover, since S contains 41 triangular regions whose boundaries are in 
St it is easy to show that there exist points x(1) and x(2) in A c N n E -{q} such 
that the corresponding segment [x( I ), x(2:1] g S. Furthermore, X( I) and x(2) may 
h: chosen SO that their distance to q is at most one-third the radius of N. We will 
adapt a technique of Perles to construct a Cantor set of visually independent 
piAnts of S. Since S is closed, the segment [x< l), x(2)] contains the center of a bal! 
which lies in -4. Therefore we earl choose spherical neighborhoods N( 1) and 
N(2) of x(l) and x(2), respectively, having the same radius, so that no point of 
N(l) sees any point of N(2) via S, N( 1) U ,V(2) E lV -{q}. (?‘hu$ the radius of IV( 1) 
is at most one-third the radius of NJ Since x(I), x(2)~ E, we may repeat th.2 
argument above to select x( 1, 1) and x( 1+ 2) in N( 1) n E - x( 1) and to select 
x(2, 1) and x(2,2) in N(2) nE - x(2). 
Inductively, assume that point x( il, . . . , i,) and neighborhood N(il, . . . , i,, ) are 
defined for i,, . . . , i, E { 1,2}. For convenience of notation, let (Y = (il, . . . , i,, 1. 
Select points x(a, 1) and x(a, 2) in IV(cu) II E - x(a) so that these new points are 
visually independent via S and so that the: distance of each one to X((X) does not 
exceed one-third the radius of N(a). Choose spherical neighborhoods N(a, 1) arut 
M(a, 2) of x(cy, 1) and x((w, 2) respectively, having the same radius, so that no 
point of the first sees any point of the second via S and so that each one lies in 
N(cY)--X((Y). By induction, it is clealr that x(i,, . . . , i,,,) and N(i,, . . . , i,n) will be 
defined for every m 2 1 and for i,, . . . , i,,, E { 1,2}. Certainly the selected points 
are distinct. 
Finally. let T denote the set of all limit points for the set Y = 
{X(il, . . . 9 i,): m 2 1). Clearly Tc S. We will show that T satisfies the lemma. To 
begin, observe that for each t E 7’, there is a sequence (y,,} in Y converging to t, 
where -the y,, points are necessarily distinct. Now by our cotlstruction, t lies in 
exactly one of the neighborhoods PlJ(l) and N(2). Hence there is some M I such 
that whenever k > m,, each point yk of our sequence must lie in this neighbor- 
‘nood. Thus for k > m,, each yk has the same first component, say iI. The same 
argument may be applied to each component, yielding the sequence 
il, i?, * * * 1 where each j is either 1 or 2. Fherefore we rnsy associate t 
unique symbol x(j,, jz, . . . ). Then t E lV(j,, jz, . . . , j,,, 1 for every rn. Furi 
by our choice of theso neighborhoods, thl,: corresponding radii converge to zero, 
so n {~\r;(j,, . . . , j,,,i: nl 2 l} is necessarily ‘,he singleton set {t}. ence each symbol 
x(j,, j,, * ” .) defines a unique member of ‘p: 
To SIZE: that T is a visually independent Isubset of S, seEect distinct poirnts t and t’ 
in T. Use the argument above to associate t and t’ with unique symbol: 
x(il, .L * ’ .) and x(ii, j;, . . A, respectively. Since 
distinct, and for some smallest n., j,, # j:. 
N(L . . . , i3, a 
13-I M. keen 
N(j;, . . . , j;) via S. I-Ience [t, t’] $ S anJ points of T are indeed visualI!i indepen- 
dent via S. 
It is easy to see that T is uncountable. Standard arguments reveal that the set of 
symbols {x(j*, j2,. . .): ji either 1 or 2) is uncountable. Since there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between this set and T, T is also uncountable, and the lemma is 
established. 
Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1 and 3. 
Let S be a closed subset of Rd, and assume that S contains aPI 
triarzgular regions whose relative boundaries are in S. If S is &-convex, th~,ln S is a 
countable union of convex sets. 
roof. By Lemma 3, the set E(S) must be empty. Hence by Lemma 1. S is a 
countable union of convex sets. 
The rekree has pointed out that Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 and Theorem 1 
hold in ‘a separabk: Banach space, with minor modifications required in the 
definition of set T in Lemma 3. 
In the plane, one might hope to generalize Theorem 1 by first expressing S as a 
countable union of starshaped sets, then applying ‘Theorem 1 to each of these 
stars. The following discussion indicates that sometimes this is possible. 
. Let S c Rd. Then every visually independent subset ‘c’ of S is contained 
in a maximal visually independent subset V’ of S. Moreover, if S is HI-convex. 
then S is a countable union of starshaped sets. 
roof. If 9& is the collection of all visually independent subsets of S which contain 
V, then an application of Zorn’s Lemma shows that ~4 contains at least one 
maximal element V’. Hence for s E S - V’, s sees via S some member of V’ and 
S T= IJ {S,: u E V’). In case S is &convex, then V’ must be countable, and the 
lemma is established. 
. Let S be a closed subset of R2 whose . I-jmplement has at most finitely 
many bounded components. If S is &convex, then Sx = {y : [x, y]~- S) is &convex 
for each x in S. 
f S is simply connected, the result is ea:$y, so assume that R2- S has 
exactly k bounded components B1,. . .,I&, kH. The roof is adapted from 
[l, Lemma lo]. Sel t a point bi E Bi for I G i e rays R( x, bi) and if 
ecessary a new ray at X, employ t fit of [l, Lemma 101 to 
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write S as a union of either k or k + 1 sets of the form S f~ Ti, where Ti is a closed 
ounded by two of the rays at x and where int Ti contains none oa’ 
the rays. Clearly each set S n Ti will be simply connected 
Now it is easy to see that S, is &convex. Let A’ be an uncountable subset of 
S,. Then A’ has an uncountable subset A contained in one of the convex cones at 
x, say in T,. Clearly A c A’ n TI c S f7 T,. Since S is &convex, there exist points 
a, c in A with [a, c)E S. Thus [x, a]‘J[x, c]U [a, cl e S c Tt, and since S c T, is 
simply connected, conv{rc, a, c} c S n T,. We conclude that [a, C]G SW and SX is 
indeed &convex. 
Unfortunately, the result in Lemma 5 will not hold without the requirement 
that lR*- S have finitely many boun ed components, as Example 1 reveals. 
pie Il. In the plane, let V denote the closed segment from (C),0) to (1,O) on 
axis, let w be the point ($, 1) and let T = conv(w U V). We will use the 
Cantor set to c!efine d subset S of T which is closed and &-convex but for which 
S, is not &-convex. For convenience of notation, we indicate points of V by their 
x coordinate only. 
ivide T into three closed triangular regions 
T( 1) = conv(w U [C, i]), 
T(2) = conv(w U [f, $]), 
T(3) - conv( w U [$, l]), 
Let 
P’(2) 4(X, y): (x, y) in R*, l/2*( y < l/2), 
and let P(2) = (int 7’(2))nP’(2). Remove P(2) from T. 
Next subdivide each set T(1) and T(3) into three closed triangular regions. The 
subdivision for T(1) is 
T(l, 1) = conv(w U [O, 1/32]), 
T( 1.2) = CWV( w U [l/3’, 2/3*]), 
T&3) ==conv(w U[2/3’, 1,!3]). 
ne T(3, l), T(3,2)., T(3,3). Let 
F”(B,2)=P’(3,2)=((x,y): 1-1/22-1/2.3<y<1-1/22). 
(3, 2) = (in1 T(3., 2)1) n P”(3,2). Remove 
P( 
Fig I T- P(2)-P(1.2)-P(3,2). 
7%. 2), Th, 3). Let 
1 1 1 1 P’(a,2)= ky): 1-2”“-2”“<y<1-2”” - I 
Let Pkk, 2) = (int T(a, 2)) n P’(d, 2). Remove P(cK, 2) from T. 
An obvious induction completes the construction, and we define S = T - P(2) - 
u (P(i,. . . . , i,,, 2): n 2 1, each ii either 1 cr 3). (See Fig. 1.) 
We assert that the closed set !5 has the required properties. To see that S is 
S, -convex, notice that for y E S - {w}, we may select a spherical neighborhood NY 
of 1~ having rational center and rational radius and whose closure does nQt contain 
w. In our construction of S, at most finitely many open polygonal regions P have 
been removed from cl IV,, R 7’, andi cl NY n S is a finite union of convex sets. Since 
there are countably many of the NY sets, it follows that 
s ={w}u(lJ{d NY ns: YES-(W))) 
is a countable union, of convex sets. Therefore 5’ is &-convex. 
However, again by our construction, the subset of [0, l] seen by w is exactly 
Cantor’s ternary set. Thus we have an uncountabk subset of S,” for which none of 
the corresponding line 5:‘gments lie in S,, and S, is not &-convex. 
Starshaped cantor sets also have been consideraed by Beer in [I]. 
Theorem 2 is an easy consequence of previol!: nesuits. 
. Let S be a closed subset of R2 whose complement has at most finitely 
many bowded conol?oneEts. If5’ is N,-convex, then S is a countable union of convex 
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. We m:~y use Lemma 4 to write S ‘3s a countable un13r~ of starshaped sets, 
say S = U (SY : v in V), w”lere V is count able. It is easy to see ihat each set S,, will 
be closed and simply connected. Moreover, by Lemma 5, each SU will be 
&-convex. I-Ience by Theorem 1, S;, wikl be expressible as a countable union of 
convex sets, and S will be a countable union of convex sets also. 
The author has not found a closed &convex subset of R2 whose complement 
has infinitc:ly many components but which is not a countable i.r$on of convex sets. 
I-Iowever, in conclusion, it is interesting to note that a set Y _.y be &convex yet 
not be c’ coun:able union of convex sets, even in the plane. Cc glsider the following 
exaniple. 
e i,!. F.>r r > 0, let D(r) = {(x, y): x2 + y2 < r*, 0 G y}? the closed disk of 
radius r in the upper halfplane. For convekrience of notation, den’ote the origin by 
8, and denote. ?he point Pi on the unit circle C by the real number s, 0 G s =G 1. 
We remove a countable subset of D(1) to obtain S. For ea& dya.dic rational 
p/2q on C, ~12~ in lowest terms., 0~: p < 2”, p and q positive integers, let S(p, q) 
consist of the q points on the segment [& p/241 whose distance to ~/2~ is l/2’ for 
some 1 G is q. Then define S = D( 1) - U (S(p, q): 0~ p < 2q:. (See Fig. 2.) We 
assert that set S satisfies our requirements. 
To see that S is &-convex, proceed as follows. Let L’ be an uncountable subset 
of S to show that at least one of the corresponding segments lies in S. Ecluivai- 
ently, we show that uncountably many of these segments lie in S. There are two 
cases to consider. 
Case 1. Suppose for the moment that for some integer re :> 1, an uncountable 
subset U’ of U lies in the convex half-disk D( 1 -- l/n). Recall that only countably 
many points of D( l- 1/n) fail to lie in S. Fix x in U and examine the collection 
of segments {(x, y]: y E U’, y # x}. If uncountably many of these segments are 
disjoint, then clearly at mcst countably many of them fail to Qe ini S, and the 
argument is finished. Otherwise, uncountably many points in U’ lie on some line 
Fig. 2. D(1)-U{:S(p,q’1:q=l,2,.3). 
13x hf. heen 
L. It is not hard to see that I, n S f7 D( 1 - l/n) is a finite union of segments, and 
so WC obtain uncountably many segments in L n S with endpoints in U’. This 
completes Case 1. 
Case 2. h case every set D( 1 - l/d f I U is countable, then the union 
is countable. This forces an uncountable subset u” of U to lie on the unit circle C. 
As before, for x fixed in u”, examine the set {(x, y]: y E U”, yf x}. Clearly no 3 
points of U” can be collinear. Hence we have uncountably many disjoint segments 
at X, and since only countablv many points of D( 1) have been removed to obtain 
S, all but countably many (thus uncountably many) of the segments (x, y] lie in S. 
We conch;de ahat S is indeeld &convex. 
However, S is not a countable union of convex sets. In fact, for r, s, t the real 
number representations for three points in S fl C with r< s < C, these 3 points 
cannot Le in the same convex subset of S: :<elect a sequence (s,} of distinct dyadic 
rationals on C with is,,} converging to s. It is not hard to see that we may select 
our sequent, L Q qo that each s, has the form p,/2”, where p,/2” is in lowest terms 
and 0 < pn < 2’“. (We may do this even if s itself is dyhdic.) Choose the smallest 
positive integer 4 such that the point on [O, s] whose distance from s is l/2” lies 
interior to conv{r, s, t}. Then for n sufliciently large and n > 4, the point of [O, s,,] 
whose distance from s, is l/24 lies interior to conv{r, s, t> and not in S. Thus 
conv(r, s_ ?) $ S, and :he uncountable set S n C cannot lie in a countable union of 
convex subsets of S. Therefore, S is not a countable union of convex sets. 
It is not hard to extend Example 2 to a set which is fully d-dimensional for any 
da2. 
The author would like to t’nank Micha A. Perles for sharing his interesting ideas 
and results on c-convex sets. 
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